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Abstract: Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) techniques
are considered relevant building blocks for the Internet of Things.
The interoperability across different RFID software and
hardware infrastructures is a key requirement for achieving
effective and wide-scale Internet of Thing deployments. In this
context, the EPC Information Service (EPCIS) is a set of standard
specifications for sharing RFID-related data (i.e., EPC events)
both within and across enterprises. Although the EPCIS specifies
a set of HTTP and Web Service interfaces for querying and
adding EPC events, interoperability and easiness of use is
hindered by the fact that client applications should be aware of
the repositories that are authoritative for one or more given
queries and links among related events are not explicitly
represented in response messages. In this paper we argue that, by
leveraging emerging REST and Linked Data paradigms, EPC
events can be handled as a graph of globally-addressable
information resources that can be navigated, queried, and
aggregated through a uniform interface and seamlessly across
organization domains. To validate this approach, we have
developed a prototype that exposes the EPCIS interfaces as a set
of REST APIs. The prototype implementation exploits the
information modeling and management capabilities provided by a
framework, called InterDataNet (IDN), that we conceived and
developed to ease the realization of the Web of Data and Linked
Data applications.
Index Terms— Web Services, Representational State Transfer,
RFID, EPC, Linked Data, HTTP, Web of Data.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things vision implies the creation of largescale networks of “smart things” made possible by of RFID
and wireless sensor and actuator networks nodes distributed in
the physical environment [1], [2]. According to this vision,
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data of real world objects and events will be available
globally and in vast amounts. These data will be stored in
widely distributed, heterogeneous information systems, and
will also be in high demand by business and end user
applications.” [3]. Therefore, mechanisms allowing to easily
access, retrieve and manage information resources, while
guaranteeing scalability and interoperability, are required [4].
Standards play a key role in achieving these objectives. As
far as RFID technologies are concerned, the EPCglobal
Network specifies an architecture of hardware and software
components and interfaces to efficiently handle logistic
processes [5]. The Electronic Product Code (EPC) is a
universal identifier used for physical objects. It can take the
form of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), thus enabling
information systems to refer to physical objects. The EPCIS
[6] specifies a distributed system of information repositories
that store RFID-related events and data. These repositories can
be accessed through an HTTP-based Capture Interface for
adding new events and through a Query interface based on
Web Services (WS) [7] for querying and accessing stored
events.
WS specifications represent state-of-the art solutions for
enabling data exchange across technological and
organizational boundaries in heavy and complex business
applications [7]. Nonetheless, we argue that, by leveraging
emerging Web Science paradigms [8], EPC events can be
handled as a graph of globally-addressable information
resources that can be navigated, queried, and aggregated
through a uniform interface and seamlessly across organization
domains. This information-centric approach help in explicitly
model relations among EPC events and data and relies on
widely adopted Web standards, thus
improving
interoperability and data exchange both within and across
enterprises.
Our approach relies on the Representation State Transfer
(REST) architectural style and Linked Data, which are two
paradigms characterizing the emerging interdisciplinary field
of Web Science. The REST architectural style was proposed
by Roy Fielding in his doctoral dissertation [9] as an
architectural style for building large-scale distributed
hypermedia systems. The term “Linked Data” refers to a set of
best practices for publishing and connecting structured data on
the Web [10] via standard technologies (e.g. HTTP URIs [11],
RDF [12], SPARQL [13]). Thanks to links connecting data
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from different sources, the Web is expected to evolve
towards a global graph of data that can be navigated and
queried.
By applying this information-centric approach, in this paper
we propose: i) a graph-based information model for EPC
events and data, and ii) a set of RESTful EPCIS APIs for
accessing, navigating and modifying this web of EPC
information resources. We thus provide developers with tools
easing the building of lightweight Web-based applications for
EPC-related data exchange and consumption.
To accomplish these objectives, we have exploited a
framework, called InterDataNet (IDN) [14], that we conceived
and implemented to ease the development of web-based
applications by exploiting REST and Linked Data principles.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives background information about the EPC Information
Services (EPCIS) specifications and Section III introduces the
main principles of REST and Linked Data paradigms. In
Section IV we discuss related work and motivate our
contribution. In Section V we describe the information
modeling and management capabilities provided by the
InterDataNet framework. In Section VI we describe our
information-centric approach for exposing EPCIS capture and
querying capabilities and we explain how we have exploited
the InterDataNet features to this purpose. In Section VII, we
present a case study and finally, Section VIII concludes the
paper with insight for future work.
This work extends a previous work [15] by analyzing in
more detail the topic and providing more advanced solutions:
each event type defined in the EPCIS specifications have been
analyzed and modeled in compliance with the IDN-IM
formalism (see section VI for details), the IDN Search Service
(see section V.C) features have been fully exploited to improve
the Query Interface capabilities, and a complete
implementation of EPCIS Capture and Query Interfaces
enforcing the principles discussed in this paper has been
deployed and tested (see section VII).

II. EPC INFORMATION SERVICES
The EPCglobal Network specifies an architecture of
hardware and software components and interfaces to
efficiently handle logistic processes. Its main components
include: the RFID Tags, the Readers, the EPC Middleware, the
EPC Information Services (EPCIS), the Object Naming
Service (ONS) and Discovery Services. The specifications
define how Readers interrogate an RFID tag. The Middleware
filters and processes data gathered by Reader components.
Data are then stored in EPCIS repositories and made available
to external clients via the EPCIS Query Interface. The ONS
offers a name resolution service that translates an EPC code
into the URLs pointing to the EPCIS repositories storing data
about that EPC.
The EPCIS specifications define a distributed information
system enabling the exchange of EPC-related data across
several enterprises [6]. EPCIS handles two types of data:
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Event Data: events that occur during the execution of
business and logistic processes. They can be acquired via the
EPCIS Capture Interface and made available to external clients
via the EPCIS Query Interface. Event data represent state
changes of the entities of interest (e.g., “EPC X has been
detected in Location L at 13:23 on March 15, 2012”).
• Master Data: data that define the context needed to
correctly interpret acquired event data (e.g. “Location L
refers to the Warehouse located in Marconi Street 10,
Firenze, Italy”). They can be made available through the
EPCIS Query Interface and acquired through custom
interfaces.
A. EPCIS Reference Scenario
Let us consider the following reference scenario: a product
tagged with an EPC code is ready for the delivery in stock.
When the product crosses a gate to start the delivery stage, an
EPCIS ObjectEvent is generated. According to the EPCIS
vocabulary, this phase is described as “shipping”. A similar
event is generated when the product is loaded onto a mean of
transportation (“loading”), unloaded (“unloading”) and
delivered to the recipient (“receiving”). These events occur in
different organization domains, and thus, are typically stored
in different EPCIS repositories. Nonetheless, these Object
Events are interrelated (e.g., they pertain to the same EPC or
list of EPCs) and have logical relationships with other data and
events (e.g., Master data that characterize the locations and
business steps encoded in the above mentioned Events, and
Events for other EPCs that arrived in the same location at a
certain instant of time).
It is possible to conceive many applications that access and
meaningfully organize this information to provide value-added
services. For instance, a logistic provider could supply his
customers with a web application able to track the product
through the different stages of transport (e.g., by showing both
the planned and the tracked route on a map); Public safety
organizations could monitor the transport of dangerous goods
or special waste; Public Administrations could build statistics
on economic activities and transport flows on a given
geographical area. We argue that developers of applications
accessing EPCIS data could be supported in their tasks by
mechanisms that explicitly represent logical relations among
Events and Master Data and allow navigating these relations
seamlessly with respect to organization domains.
To achieve these objectives our approach relies on REST
and Linked Data principles, which are briefly explained in the
next Section.
III. BACKGROUND
In this Section we introduce the main principles of Linked
Data and REST paradigms.
A. Linked Data
Linked Data is an emerging concept that promotes a
paradigm shift in how information is modeled and accessed to
turn the Web into a platform for data and information
integration and composition. To this end, complex information
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may be built aggregating simpler information units that are
globally addressable and linkable.
In 2006 Bizer, Berners Lee et al. published the Linked Data
principles [10]. These principles are best practices for
publishing data “in a way that all published data become part
of a single global data space:
1. Use URI as names for things.
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information,
using standards (RDF, SPARQL).
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more
things” [10].
In the first principle the term “things” is used, but
“resources” would be more appropriate. Indeed, Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs) [11] are the recommended
identifiers. In the second principle, a constraint is put on the
URI scheme, since HTTP URIs can be dereferenced (i.e. used
as reference to retrieve the resource representation) by
exploiting existing Web technologies and the HTTP protocol
[16]. The third principle states that the information the URI
refers to has to be meaningful and useful, and properly
represented through standard languages, suggesting for this
purpose the use of RDF and SPARQL specifications. Finally,
the fourth principle specifies that relations among resources
have to be explicitly represented through links to support
browsing and discovery.
The emerging Linked Data paradigm leads towards a global
browsable information space where data from different
information sources are connected and aggregated to form new
information, opening up at the same time new possibilities for
domain-specific applications [10].
Most Linked Data initiatives typically focus on data sharing
in the context of the publicly accessible Web, thus contributing
to the continuous growth of a web of globally linked open
datasets. Although we argue that this emerging web of linked
data is based on principles that emphasize the “System of
Systems” evolutionary and open nature of the Web [17], these
principles can be equally well applied to data that exist in
private domains or that “straddle the public and the private”
[18]. This is especially the case of applications in the RFID
and EPC domains, where, depending on the type and relevance
of data, different data sharing policies may apply (e.g. private,
open, federated repositories or a combination of them).
B. REST
The REST architectural style relies on the main concept of
“resource”, which is an abstract information entity. On the
REST vision, data sets and objects handled by client-server
application logic are modeled as resources. Clients and servers
exchange information declining resources into concrete
representations and interact with them through a uniform
interface, i.e. a predefined set of operations with defined and
shared semantics. Although REST is not tightly bound to any
protocol, HTTP is widely adopted for its implementation. The
key principles of REST are fourfold [9]:

1. Use URIs to identify resources. Resources are exposed
using URIs. URIs belong to a global addressing space and
so resources identified with URIs have a global scope.
2. Adopt a uniform interface. The interaction with the resource
is fully expressed with four primitives: create, read, update
and delete. In HTTP-based implementations, they are
mapped on the PUT, GET, POST and DELETE verbs:
GET gets the resource state; PUT sets the resource state;
DELETE deletes a resource; POST extends a resource by
creating a child resource [19].
3. Adopt self-descriptive messages. Each message contains the
information required for its management. For instance,
metadata can be used for content negotiation (i.e.
negotiate the format of the representation), errors
notification, etc.
4. Adopt stateless interactions. Each client request must
contain all of the information that are required by the
server to understand the request. Session state is kept by
the client and no client session data are stored in the
server [9]. Instead, the server manages and stores the state
of the resources it exposes.
The adoption of REST over HTTP has a very low cost since
it leverages well-known W3C/IETF standards and the required
infrastructure (i.e., HTTP clients and servers) is widespread.
Moreover, the statelessness property makes a RESTful server
scale well with the number of clients and eases the adoption of
load-balancing policies. Performance optimization can be
achieved by choosing lightweight message formats [19].
IV. RELATED WORK
Linked Data principles have been applied in several projects
promoted by public and academic communities [10] while
Linked Data for industrial applications is a matter of ongoing
research [20]. Servant in [21] argues that a company’s
information systems can be envisioned as a space of Linked
Data. Analogously, works in [22], [23] discuss the adoption of
Linked data principles and reference technologies to enable
data sharing and access to internal and external repositories
within and across enterprises boundaries.
Logistics and supply chain scenarios that exploit RFID and
EPC technologies pose challenging requirements for data
exchange and interoperability. In this domain, Guinard et al.
[24] extend the existing EPCIS repository with a module
offering a RESTful interface on top of standard WS* Query
Interfaces. REST has also been applied in several works in the
“Internet of Things” [25] and “Web of things” domains [26],
[27]. Pfisterer et al. [27] propose semantic entities as a concept
to map sensors and their raw output to real-world entities with
high-level states. They also introduce the notion of “virtual
sensors”, i.e. RESTful web services that expose operations for
changing the state of these real-world entities. Colitti et al. [26]
exploit the REST guidelines to develop a web application
allowing the user to browse measurements gathered by
Wireless Sensor Networks.
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A. Motivation of our work
Our approach is close to that of Guinard et al. [24], in that
we aim at exploiting Web-derived paradigms for enabling
EPCIS data sharing across enterprises. But while the work
proposed by Guinard [24] focuses on REST principles, our
contribution aims at exploiting both REST and Linked Data
principles.
REST and Linked Data are two recent paradigms and while
both have roots on the Web their mutual relation is a matter of
study. Though REST and Linked Data show similarities (e.g.,
the resource abstraction, the use of URIs for resource
identification, and the need of representing relations between
resources), they have different scopes: REST defines an API
for programming applications based on the HATEOAS
(Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State) [9]
constraint, while Linked Data focuses on the definition of a
distributed data model. We agree with the analysis carried out
by Page et al. [28], who highlights how these scopes could
complement each other in the design of domain-driven
applications: on one side Linked Data proposes principles for
defining a shared representation of data in a given application
domain, on the other side REST defines a lightweight API for
accessing, modifying and publishing such data according to the
given application domain purposes.
By exploiting both paradigms, EPC events can be handled
as a graph of globally-addressable information resources that
can be navigated, queried, and aggregated through a uniform
interface and seamlessly across organization domains.
While in [20], [21], [22], [23] the adoption of Linked Data
principles is achieved by relying on RDF and SPARQL
technologies, a more general interpretation of Linked Data is
provided by Wilde et al. [29], who define Linked Data as “the
general concept of publishing interlinked data representations,
without referring to the one specific way of implementing it
that is often associated with that term as well”. This point of
view is shared also by Davis [30] who proposes a set RESTful
services that return inter-linked Atom-based resource
representations. Analogously, in this work we adopt the
definition of Linked Data proposed by Wilde et al. in
specifying an information model that is not dependent on any
specific implementation technology (e.g., RDF and SPARQL),
although it can be enhanced with semantic annotations.
In the following section we introduce the InterDataNet
Framework, which has been conceived by exploiting Linked
Data and REST principles.

reuse of globally web-addressable information units to support
collaboration around data. For this purpose, IDN considers
documents as first class entities. A document can be defined as
“a set of information pertaining to a topic, structured for
human comprehension, represented by a variety of symbols…”
[31]. Humans are thus very comfortable to conceive data
aggregation in documental form. Therefore, in IDN,
documents represent a structured aggregation of data that
conveys some meaningful (and shared) information in a given
application domain. In the following, we refer to a document
in IDN as IDN-Document.
A. Information Model
The IDN-Information Model defines the rules for organizing
data in an IDN-Document.
Definition 1. An IDN-Document is a directed graph G = (V,
E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. The
elements of V and E are the nodes containing the granular
information (IDN-Nodes) and the relations between IDNNodes, respectively. IDN supports two types of relations
between IDN-Nodes: aggregation (i.e., containment) and
reference.
Definition 2. An IDN-Node is a set S = {C, P}, where C is
the set of content elements (i.e., data) and P is the set of
properties (i.e., metadata) that characterize C.
Definition 3 The Aggregation Link represents a containercontent relationship. The node where the edge starts from
aggregates and therefore contains the node the edge points to.
Definition 4 The Reference Link represents a pointer
towards the referred resource. No further meanings are
associated with the Reference Link. To better understand the
Reference Link role, it could be somehow compared with the
HTML “href” attribute.
Let D be an IDN-Document modeled as a graph G. Hence
the topology of G expresses the IDN-Information Model used
to represent D. Through the IDN-Information Model it is
possible to define an IDN-Document as an aggregation of data
provided by different information sources. Indeed, an IDNNode can be referred to by more than one IDN-Document,
thus favoring the reuse of information across different
applications (Fig. 1). This is possible since each IDN-Node is
associated to an information provider that is authoritative for

V. INTERDATANET
InterDataNet (IDN) [14] is an open source framework
offering capabilities for representing and managing
information units and their structural and semantic relations on
the Web, in a RESTful way. For the sake of conciseness, in
this paragraph we provide a brief introduction of the IDN
framework. Further details can be found in [14].
The main goal of IDN is to enable the easy exploitation and
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Fig. 1. IDN Information Model
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the information the IDN-Node refers to. Hence, gathering
information from the proper sources enforces an appropriate
responsibility distribution across the information providers,
who are responsible for the quality of the provided
information.
In addition, IDN-IM can be extended with metadata
enforcing privacy, licensing, security, provenance, consistency,
versioning and availability properties attached to IDN-Nodes
and affecting IDN-Documents [14]. Such features are crucial
to support effective and trusted collaboration on real world
scenarios.
B. Service Architecture
IDN-Documents are exposed as resources through the IDNService Architecture (IDN-SA) API. The IDN-SA API is a set
of generic REST interfaces for addressing, resolving and
handling IDN-Documents and IDN-Nodes.
IDN-SA (Fig. 2) is the architecture that implements the
services needed to enforce the IDN-Document’s properties and
capabilities. IDN-SA has been designed with separation of
concern and information hiding principles in mind and it is
organized according to a layered architectural pattern. IDN-SA
has four main layers, from the top to the bottom: Virtual
Resource (VR), which provides RESTful APIs for accessing
creating, and modifying IDN-Documents; Information History
(IH), which implements information versioning capabilities;
Replica Management (RM), which guarantees resources
availability through resource replication across distributed
hosts; Storage Interface (SI), which offers persistence
capabilities. In addition, we defined a set of horizontal
services, including names resolution and security and privacy
management.
By exploiting IDN-SA APIs (namely the Virtual Resource
upper interface), it is possible to develop web-based
applications (called IDN-Compliant Applications, IDN-CA)
that browse and handle graphs of distributed information units
(i.e. IDN-Documents), through a uniform interface.

Fig. 2. IDN Service Architecture (IDN-SA).

C. Search Service
The IDN SEarch Service (ISE) is the component that offers
search capabilities to retrieve IDN-Documents. ISE is made of
two components: a Controller and a Search Engine. The
Controller is an HTTP manager that exposes a REST-based
search interface. It manages the HTTP requests coming from
the Virtual Resource (VR) services and client applications
(IDN-CA). The Search Engine implements a data structure
(i.e., a distributed inverted index) for handling client queries
and performing information retrieval. For its implementation,
we chose Apache Solr [32] because it is an open source
solution that shows good performances and is welldocumented.
In this context, Apache Solr communicates only with the
Controller through HTTP messages. In other words, the
Controller manages the interactions with the IDN-CAs and
VRs (the queries are submitted through HTTP requests). Then,
the Controller forwards specific HTTP requests to Apache Solr
for the information retrieval and finally the Controller
processes the response returned by Solr and delivers the results
to the client.
Fig. 3. shows a Search Service deployment example. It is
possible to change the number of Search Service components
and the topology of the network by configuring specific ISEs
parameters like the connected neighbor ISEs and the registered
VRs.
Each ISE offers a search service over the information that is
handled by registered VRs. When one or more information
nodes handled by a VR are created or modified, the VR
notifies the corresponding ISEs using HTTP PUT messages. In
order to perform HTTP requests that alter the state of the
indexed resources a VR must be registered to the authoritative
ISE. In the example shown in Fig. 3 VR1 and VR2 are
registered to ISE1, VR3 is registered to ISE2, and VR4 and
VR5 are registered to ISE3.
The HTTP message bodies sent to ISEs are XML
documents containing information about the resources to be
indexed arranged in a list whose elements are described as
follows:

Fig. 3. IDN Search Service.
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• <id>: identifier of the resource to be indexed. The VR

level resource URI is used;
• <time>: the timestamp optionally associated to the
resource (in millisecond from 1/1/1970);
• <keywords>: arbitrary list of keywords (<keyword>)
optionally associated to the resource. The keywords are
the critical information for the retrieval procedure. The
more keywords are provided for a resource, the easier it
will be for the resource to be retrieved while the
pertinence of a keyword to the subject affects the quality
of the retrieved data.
The information retrieval phase triggers the propagation of
different HTTP GET requests across the ISEs network.
Requests contain the client query and they are exchanged
through the deployed Search Service providers. As shown in
Fig. 3, the query request coming from the IDN-CA to the ISE1
is propagated to ISE2 and ISE3; each of these recursively
performs the query propagation. Let’s suppose that the HTTP
message propagation time is uniform in the ISE network. Then
ISE3 at a different time will receive the same request twice.
Since a request is marked with an identifier, ISE3 will reject
the request coming from ISE2 because it already handled it.
Finally, the propagated query returns to the original client as
an overall response each ISE contributed to.
A search request is submitted by invoking an HTTP GET
operation on a URI with the following syntax:
http://net_location:port/ISE/index/${keyword
s}[§{time}][@{domain}]
• ${keywords}: the $ special character is used to identify

a search expression. The expression is a concatenation of
keywords put in relation through logic operators. For
example
a
valid
expression
is
(feature_1||feature_2)&&(!feature_3)
that
stands for (keyword_1 OR keyword_2) AND (NOT
keyword_3);
• §{time}: the time expression is optional and it is used to
filter a query on the basis of temporal attributes. For
example,
a
valid
time
expression
is
(time>135331596295)&&(time<=135331597000)

that
stands
for
(time>135331596295)
AND
(time<=135331597000);
• @{domain}: the optional domain expression implements
an additional filter by specifying the resource domain (or
a part of the domain). For example a valid domain is
domain_1/domain_2: only resources that contains the
sub-path domain_1/domain_2 into their <id> tag are
retrieved.
Each HTTP GET response returned to the client contains an
XML document representing the results list. Each item in the
list contains qualifying information about the corresponding
indexed resource. In addition, all items have a <score> tag
representing the pertinence to the processed query (the
<score> value is evaluated by Apache Solr internal
algorithms).
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VI. INFORMATION-CENTRIC APPROACH FOR EPCIS
The EPC scenario is a challenging data consumption and
production environment. For each tagged item, vast amount of
information is entered into the system in the form of events.
Events describe the relevant actions related to an EPC at a
certain time. The EPCIS specification [6] defines four types of
events: 1) an Object Event is a general event related to an
object. 2) An Aggregation Event describes the aggregation of
more EPCs together inside a parent EPC container. For
example, the actions of gathering a number of RFID tagged
cases and loading them onto a pallet produce an Aggregation
Event. 3) A Quantity Event describes an event pertaining to a
number of elements of an object class where the individual
instances are not identified. This type of event can be used to
report inventory levels of a product. Finally, 4) a Transaction
Event describes the association or disassociation of an object
to a specific transaction.
Events establish relations between objects, contexts and sets
of master data. For example an event can describe the loading
phase of a pallet of microwave ovens on the currier truck
occurred in a certain location. If the location is the factory
facility, it will be likely to find it replicated in many other
events. Due to their nature, master data are eligible to be
frequently reused. This scenario could considerably benefit a
graph data structure reflecting the abstract information
relations. Therefore, the location of the previous example
could be represented as a graph node the other entities (for
example, events) connect with.
These considerations led us to propose the IDN approach to
manage EPCIS information. Our intent is to build a browsable
graph of individually addressable EPCIS data to support
information reuse and efficient exploitation [15].
To this purpose, a “proof of concept” web application has
been designed and implemented. The application is called
“EPCWeb” [33] and is focused on two key assets: 1) to enable
a web centric approach offering RESTful APIs and 2) to
enable a data centric approach building and exploiting a global
graph of related resources.
Therefore, the EPCWeb web application is an EPCIS
Capture Interface and Query Interface implementation which
converges on the aforementioned assets.
A. IDN-IM
The EPCWeb application supports all the event types defined
in the EPCIS specification. In compliancy with it, the four
event types derive from a general event entity which carries the
common characteristics. A domain analysis highlights that all
the events may have an event time, a record time, a time zone
offset, a disposition, a read point, a business location and a
business transaction list. Three events out of four are strongly
related to one or more EPC elements. These information
entities have been divided in two groups depending on how
likely they were to be reused. The ones more likely to be
reused were candidate to be IDN-Documents while the others
(with more descriptive nature) were candidate to be attributes.
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Fig. 4-7 show the IDN-IM for each EPCIS event type.
In Fig. 4-7 the bold arrows represent the Aggregation Links
while the dotted arrows represent the Reference Links. Not to
weight down the pictures readability, the attributes are omitted
but they are listed in Table I (the R and O placeholders stands
for “required” and “optional”, respectively).
TABLE I
ATTRIBUTES PER EVENT TYPE (R = REQUIRED, O = OPTIONAL)
Event

Object

Aggregation

Transaction

Quantity

eventTime

R

R

R

R

zoneOffset

R

R

R

Fig. 4. Object Event IDN-IM.

Attr.

epcClass

R
R

Quantity

R

Action

R

R

R

bizStep

O

O

O

O

disposition

O

O

O

O

transactionList

O

O

R

O

B. Capture Interface
The standard EPCIS Capture Interface acquires EPCIS
events to populate an Event Repository. The proposed
RESTful Capture Interface accepts a POST request whose
payload is the current standard XML representation of an
EPCIS event. This request triggers the creation of the
corresponding IDN-Document in the IDN infrastructure. The
POST response returns an HTTP URI referencing the newly
created resource. In compliancy with the aforementioned data
reuse key asset, when an event is POSTed to the Capture
Interface, the system is queried for the related entity elements
(EPC, location or reader) to be processed. If an element is
found it is reused, otherwise it is created and indexed by the
ISE service. For data having a URN associated, the URN is
used as a keyword in the indexing procedure so that it is
always possible to retrieve the HTTP URI from the URN. In
this sense, the ISE serves as the ONS [6]. The URI templates
for the resources are listed hereafter:

Fig. 5. Aggregation Event IDN-IM.

Fig. 6. Transaction Event IDN-IM.

• URI template for Event resources:
http://authority/event/{event_id}
• URI template for Reader resources:
http://authority/reader/{reader_id}
• URI template for Location resources:
http://authority/location/{location_id}
• URI template for EPC resources:
http://authority/epc/{epc_id}

where authority refers to the authoritative VR service for
the IDN-Document addressed in the URI. Each player in the
reference scenario can choose its own trusted VR service to be
authoritative over the data produced within its domain.
C. Query interface
The standard EPCIS Query Interface allows querying an
EPCIS Repository. Thus, the proposed RESTful Query

Fig. 7. Quantity Event IDN-IM.

Interface allows to easily query the IDN-based EPCIS
repository. The query is submitted via a GET request on an
HTTP-URI compliant with specific URI templates. The URI
templates available for querying reflect the natural structure of
the IDN-Documents enabling a simple and logic retrieving
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TABLE II
SUBMISSION TEST RESULTS

paradigm. Examples of queries are listed in the following:
• which events are related to a given location (location_id)
Action

No. of events

Time (ms)

http://authority/location/location_id/event
?time=t

No. of IDNNodes created

POST event

3

12

4742

• which events are related to a given reader point

POST event

10

40

15798

at time t?

(reader_id) at time t?
http://authority/reader/reader_id/event?tim
e=t

TABLE III
RETRIEVING TEST RESULTS

• which readers have detected a given EPC (epc_id) at time

t?
http://authority/epc/epc_id/event/reader?ti
me=t

where authority refers to the IDN-CA. The result is an XML
response message whose payload contains a list of EPCIS
elements instances that satisfy the query.
D. Test Results
The EPCWeb application has been tested in a LAN
environment to check the performance under different
conditions. More precisely, the test architecture is composed
by an instance of the EPCWeb application deployed on a
machine, an IDN stack deployed on a different machine and
two Search Services, deployed on a single machine each.
Tests were run on PCs equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo
processor (2.4 GHz) and 4GB DDR2. The application server
adopted is Apache Tomcat 6 [34] with the JDK 1.7 [35]
development environment.
The testing scenario inspected two significant cases: the
submission of a list of events to the Capture Interface and the
retrieval of a set of results through the Query Interface. In the
trials have been used payloads of different size to test the
application under different usage conditions.
The events submission scenario analyses the worst case
where every information is missing in the system and it has to
be created instead of reused. The payload condition testing has
been performed submitting lists of 3 and 10 events to highlight
the response of the application while handling different loads.
As expected the payload size affects significantly the overall
application performances.
The same has been done with the retrieval scenario: it has
been executed a query to resolve 22 elements and a query to
resolve a single element. As expected, the number of results
does not affect significantly the performance of the system.
The test cases have been performed running fifty trials each.
The average results are listed in Tab. II and Tab. III and refer
to the events submission scenario and the results retrieval
scenario respectively. The No. of created IDN-Nodes column
in Table II reports the number of IDN-Nodes generated as a
side effect of the events submission accordingly to the IDNDocument creation strategy discussed in the paragraph VI. A.
VII. CASE STUDY
EPCWeb is a Java Web Application developed with the

Action

Retrieved results

Time (ms)

GET location

1

266

GET event
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Spring 3 framework [36] for the server side and HTML5 and
JQuery 1.8 [37] Javascript library for the client side. It has
been conceived as a proof of concept to test the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. To this purpose, it is shipped with
an online data explorer to support a visual discovery and
browsing of EPC related data.
Through the data explorer user interface it is possible to test
the Query Interface composing the URL as explained in
paragraph VI.C. The results are presented as a list of clickable
URIs. Clicking a URI it is possible to trigger an AJAX request
to retrieve the IDN-Document the URI refers to. When the
IDN-Document is returned, it is arranged in the layout and
presented to the user. When a document is displayed, data are
divided in information about the EPCIS entity and links
towards other EPCIS entities which are the Aggregation Links
and the Reference Links (towards other IDN-Documents)
discussed in the section V.A.
The information about other EPCIS entities is presented as
formatted text, while links are kept clickable to support a
complete browsing experience across the graph of EPC data.
The EPCWeb application is available at the url:
http://idn.det.unifi.it:20282/EPCWeb/

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an implementation of the EPCIS
specifications based on the adoption of Linked Data and REST
principles.
As a matter of fact, expected benefits of such principles
include the development of scalable applications and easy
sharing of data and models across the Web. We discussed the
adoption of such principles in the EPCIS domain, with the
objective of improving information sharing across
organizational boundaries and easing the development of webbased applications exploiting data and events made available
through the EPC Network. These principles have been put into
practice through the use of the InterDataNet (IDN)
Framework.
Coherently with the IDN design methodology, we discussed
the design of an Information Model and RESTful services
compliant with the EPCIS data model and interface
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specifications.
Finally, future work will include an improvement of the
IDN performance and an enhancement of the EPCWeb
application with improved search and discovery capabilities
through the adoption of semantic annotations [38] [39] [40].
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